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RAY C. SIMMONS, 1 MARK E. LUTHER, JAMES J. O'BRIEN, AND DAVID M. LEGLER
Mesoscale Air-Sea Interaction Group, Florida State University, Tallahassee
A case study evaluating the predictive capability of an upper layer circulation model of the
northwest Indian Ocean is presented. The model is a nonlinear, reduced gravity model incorporating
realistic boundary geometry and is forced by observed winds. Model results for the fall of 1985 are
compared with and evaluated against U.S. Navy bathythermograph and NOAA satellite data collected
during August-November 1985. An assessmentis made of the model's ability to simulate correctly the
circulation structure. Ship wind observations are converted to wind stress for model forcing by a
procedure developed by Legler and Navon (1988). The model is only moderately successful in

reproducing
the structureof the large,ratherhomogeneous
pool of water locatedoff the.•Arabian
Peninsula in September. However, the model behaves remarkably well in the dynamically active
region around Socotra. Major fronts and eddies frequently observed in the region during the transition
period between the southwest and the northeast monsoon appear in the 1985 model results and
compare well, both temporally and spatially, with the observational data. Thus given accurate wind
information, the model appears highly effective in dynamically active regions and demonstrates
potential as a useful prognostic tool for evaluation of the Arabian Sea when real time winds become
available.

INTRODUCTION

In October the winds begin to reverse, indicating the onset

Forced by the semiannually reversing northeast and
southwest monsoonal winds, circulation patterns of the
northwest Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea, have intrigued
oceanographersfor many years. Of particular interest is the
Somali Current, unique to the region, with its reversing flow
and dynamically active circulation structure, characterized
by a very complex system of eddies and fronts.
During the northern winter the northeast monsoon drives
northeasterly winds and a corresponding southward boundary current along the Somali coast. During the transition
from winter into spring, the northeast monsoon relaxes, and
the coastal current reverses along Kenya and southern
Somalia. By mid-April, the southernhemispheretrade winds
extend well to the northwest, and a northward surface
current flows to the equator, where it turns offshore and

recirculates to the south forming a southern gyre. By May
the winds reverse all along the Somali coast and form a
jetlike atmospheric structure [Findlater, 1971], analogousto
an oceanic western boundary current, which is confined in
the west by the highlands of Kenya and Ethiopia and
remains over land at very low latitudes. In June the core of
this atmospheric jet crosses the coast at about 8øN and
becomes very strong. A second oceanic gyre forms in the
Somali Current between 4øN and 10øN to which Findlay
[1866] attached the name "great whirl." This two-gyre
system intensifiesthroughout June and is well establishedby
mid to late July, when the winds again begin to weaken and
the two gyres coalesce and begin a slow migration to the
north. Extensive observations [e.g., Bruce, 1973, 1979, 1983;
Brown et al., 1980; Evans and Brown, 1981; Swallow and
Fieux, 1982; Schott, 1983; Swallow et al., 1983] have shown
this dynamic structure along the African coast to be relatively consistent from year to year during the southwest
monsoon.
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of the northeast monsoon, and the southward Somali current
again develops. Prior to a complete wind shift, a complicated
dynamic circulation structure develops around Socotra and

along the Arabian peninsula. To date, little attention has
been focused on this fall circulation structure; however,
Cagle and Whritner [1981] used satellite infrared imagery to
observe and describe a number of the complicated dynamic
features of the region. They concluded from their study that
the various eddies and wedges found in the northern Arabian
Sea during the breakdown of the southwest monsoon are a
response to wind forcing and topographic features associated with the coastal geometry. The study presented here
investigates these fall dynamic features, with particular
emphasis centered on the northwest Arabian Sea, north of
Socotra, during September-November 1985.

Cox[1970]was[hefirstto attempta large-scale
numerical
model of the Indian Ocean, using an early version of the
Bryan-Cox or Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) model. The model, driven by idealizations of observed wind stress and temperature-salinity data and inte-

grated over 2 centdries,reproducedthe reversal of the
Somali Current and most of the other large-scalecirculation
features of the region, but limited resolution prohibited
simulation of many small-scale features. This was an impor-

tantresult,however,as it wasinferredfromthisinvestigation that the rapid spin-upof the SomaliCurrentat the
beginning of the southwest monsoon was due to local winds,

as comparedwith L?ghthill's[1969]resultwhichhypothesized that the Somali Current is remotely forced by westward propogating equatorial Rossby waves generated by
winds within

the Indian

Ocean

interior.

Anderson

and Row-

lands [1976] investigated this problem and were able to show
analytically that local forcing is important initially but that
remote forcing effects become important over time. Cox
[1976] was able to confirm this with his model but also
showed that friction and nonlinear effects modify their result
and that nonlinear horizontal shearing instabilities are able to
produce eddies similar to those observed in the Somali
Current system.
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The northward migration of the great whirl was investigated by Hurlbutt and Thompson [1976] using a two-layer
numerical model in which they showed that nonlinear eddies, formed at the equator by an impulsively applied wind
stress, could indeed move northward along the coast as a
result of advective effects. Cox [1979] extended this investi-

gation by incorporating effects of boundary orientation on
the northward

advection

of the eddies and determined

that

migration is dependent upon boundary slope and is arrested
for slopesof greater than 45ø. The net result of these studies
was Cox's [1981] conclusion that eddy movement is dependent upon advection of vorticity, vortex stretching, the beta
effect, and the wind stress curl.
Further numerical studies have been conducted by Anderson and Moore [1979], who took the Somali Current to be a
free inertial cross-equatorial jet remotely forced by the
southern hemisphere trade winds and found reasonable
separation latitudes for the southern gyre of the Somali
Current. Lin and Hurlbutt [1981] used a reduced gravity
model with an impulsively applied wind, parallel to the coast
and constant alongshore, to reproduce two equatorial eddies
that subsequently migrated northward. Anderson [1981],
again with a reduced gravity model, showedthat the southernmost gyre could be generated by the northwest penetration of the southern hemisphere trade winds at the onset of
the southwest monsoon, while the northern gyre results from
the departure from the Somali coast around 9øN of Findlater's low-level wind jet. Observations, described by Schott
and Quadfasel [1982], further indicate that the local curl of
the wind stress in the development of the low-level jet also
plays a significant role in formation of the great whirl.
The above described large-scale features are repeatable
phenomena in many numerical studies. Numerous smallscale features (eddies, wedges, and fronts) are less repeatable in models and appear to be highly dependent upon the
structure of the wind forcing. A number of observations
have described these features along the African coast during
the southwest monsoon [Bruce, 1973, 1979, 1983; Brown et
al., 1980]. Far less attention has been devoted to the eddies
and fronts

found

around

and to the north of Socotra

as the

northeastward Somali Current breaks down during the transition into the southwestward Somali Current during the
northern

fall.

Luther and O'Brien [1985] developed the model used in
this study and forced it with climatological winds to reproduce most of the observed

features

of the Somali

Current

system. The presence of a large, time-varying region of wind
stresscurl within andjust offshoreof the boundary region, as
well as the inclusion of the entire seasonal cycle, was found
to be critical

for the accurate

simulation

of observed

circu-

lation patterns. Further study by Luther et al. [1985] used
the same model, driven by the monthly mean winds from the
First GARP Global Experiment and monthly mean climatological winds, and again reproduced the observedfeatures of
the region. An assessmentwas made of the effects of various
forcing mechanisms(spatial and temporal inhomogeneityof
the winds, negative vorticity input by the wind stress curl,
and differential Ekman pumping) on the generation and
decay of the two-gyre system.
In the present study, ship-observed winds for 1985 are
used to force the model and generate the resultant dynamic
response. Features present north of and around Socotra
during the decay of the northeast Somali Current are then

analyzed and compared with observations made during the
period September-November 1985, for which U.S. Navy
expendable bathythermograph (XBT) and NOAA advanced
very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) satellite images
were collected and analyzed for the region.
In subsequentsectionsa brief description of the model is
followed by a description of the available wind and oceanographic data, and finally an evaluation and assessmentof the
model's ability to effectively predict Arabian Sea dynamics,
given reasonably accurate actual winds, is made based on
the available

XBT

and satellite

THE

data.

MODEL

The nonlinear reduced gravity transport equations are
used to model the upper ocean responseto an applied wind
stress. To accommodate the latitudinal extent of the model,

sphericalcoordinatesare used, with & (longitude)increasing
eastward and 0 (latitude) increasing northward. Eastward
and northward upper layer transport componentsare defined
by U = uH and V = vH, respectively, where u, v are the
depth-independentupper layer &, 0 velocity componentsand
H is the upper layer thickness. The equations are
OU
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acceleration, a is the Earth' s radius, 11is the Earth' s rotation
rate, A is a kinematic eddy viscosity, and wind stress r -

{r*, r ø} is applied as a body force over the upper layer
[Charney, 1955].
Model geometry, shown in Figure 1, simulates the geography of the Arabian Sea from 40øEto 73øEand from 10øSto
25øN. Boundary conditions along all solid boundaries are
nonslip. Open boundariesare located along the entire southern boundary and along the eastern boundary from 5øSto the
equator. Boundary conditions here are a variation of the
Sommerfeld radiation condition as described by Camerlengo
and O'Brien [1980]. Solid boundaries are located along all
remaining boundaries, including the southeasterncorner of
the model, which simulates the Chagos Archipelago; the
region from the equator to the Gulf of Khambat, which
simulates the Laccadive and Maldive islands; and the shallow bank regions around the Seychelles and Socotra. Narrow, deep channelswithin island chains are ignored.
The model equations are solved numerically on a 135 x 74
finite difference mesh which is staggeredin space. Model
resolutionis 1/8øzonally (A•b)and 1/4ømeridionally (A0). The
equations are integrated in time using a leapfrog finite
difference scheme, with a forward time difference used every
ninety-ninth time step to eliminate the computationalmode.
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Model Geometry

20N
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measurement stations, for the region 30øE to 122øEand 26øS
to 26øN. Approximately 10,000-20,000 observations are
available per month.
The raw wind data are first converted to pseudostressby
the objective analysis procedure, developed and discussedin
detail by Legler et al. [1988]. Each observation's pseudostress, x, is initially calculated by
ß* - WlWl

10N
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•

Kenya
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Fig. 1. Model geometry. Black areas indicate land boundaries.
Significantgeographicfeatures surroundingthe Arabian Sea, including major islands of Socotra, the Seychelles. Laccadives, Maidives,
ChagosArchipelgo, and surroundingshoals, are represented as solid
land

masses.

The

straits

of Hormuz

and Bab-al-Mandab

are as-

sumed closed, while open boundaries exist along the southern
boundary at 10øSand the eastern boundary from 5øSto the equator.
The stippled area indicates the region of this study.

The model time step is 30 min. In the linearized form of the
reduced gravity equations, linear phase speedfor the partic-

ular baroclinicmodeto be modeled,C = (g'Ho)•/2,mustbe
prescribed. In the nonlinear form used here, there is no
analogous phase speed parameter, only g'; however, in the
numerical solution of the model equations, initial upper layer

thicknessHo must be defined. This is analogousto prescribing an initial phase speed, although it does not remain
constant, as variations of H are large with respect to Ho.
Average upper layer thickness varies owing to inflow and
outflow through the open boundaries during the seasonal
cycle. The other free parameter in the model is A, the
kinematic eddy viscosity, which serves to damp out gridscale noise in the model and prevents this noise from
growing through nonlinear interactions. It is chosen as low
as possiblewhile maintaining numerical stability.

For resultspresented
here,Ho = 200m, A -- 0.75 x 103
m2 s-•, andg' = 0.03 m s-2. The modelwasintegratedfrom
rest, beginning at 0001 UT on December 16, 1984, using an
exponential taper with an e-folding time of 20 days to reduce
the initial transients. The monthly mean winds for 1985 were
applied repeatedly for 4 years until a steady seasonal cycle
was obtained. The results presented here are from the fourth
year of the simulation. For simplicity, the model year is 360
days, with each month containing 30 days.
THE

where W is the wind velocity. These pseudostressvalues are
filtered to remove obviously erroneous reports. The remaining reports are then binned into 1ø latitude x 1ø longitude
blocks and filtered a secondtime with respect to the standard
deviation of all the reports in each individual block. Typically, less than 1% of the total reports are eliminated from
the data set by these two filtering processes, but significant
data gaps, generally located off standard shippinglanes, still
exist. A typical filtered pseudostress chart for September
1985is shownin Figure 2. The remaining empty blocks in the
filtered fields are assignedvalues through bilinear interpolation, while grid points over land are assigned values by
extrapolating the marine data, so that the gradient of the
vector

values normal

is zero.

the region from Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983]. The final
pseudostressfields calculated for actual wind data from the
fall of 1985 are shown in Figures 3-5. For this study, these
pseudostressfields are converted to wind stress by the bulk
aerodynamic formula

T: PaCDT*

where p, is the density of air and Co is a constant drag

coefficient.
For the resultspresented
here,p, = 1.2 kg m-•
and Co = 1.25 x 10-•. These valuesprovidereasonable
upper layer transports, consistent with a number of observations [e.g., Leetmaa et al., 1982; Swallow et al., 1983;
Schott, 1983].
Corroborative

Data

During the fall of 1985, U.S. Navy ships in the Arabian
Sea collected XBT readings, while NOAA 8 and 9 spacecraft
imaged the regions surrounding Socotra and off the coast of
the Arabian Peninsula. For this study, 353 XBT readings and
20 AVHRR channel 3, 4, and 5 satellite images were obtained covering the area from 8øN to 23øN and 50øE to 65øE.
These data are analyzed to determine the oceanographic
features present in the northwest Arabian Sea during Sep-

from the realistic

The model is forced by wind observations obtained from
the National Climatic Data Center, Asheville, North Caroare extracted

boundaries

1985.

These

features

are then

used

to

verify the accuracy of the fall 1985 model output resulting

Wind Forcing

lina. Wind observations

to the coastal

The next step in the wind analysis involves minimizing a
functional on the observations, climatology, and final pseudostress values using the conjugate-gradient method of
Navon and Leglet [1987]. This minimization technique results in final pseudostressvalues that in a least squaressense
are close to the filtered data values, with curl and divergence
close to the observations and to the climatological values for

tember-November

DATA

(2)

from the raw data and

consist of marine surface wind observations originating from
merchant ships, buoys, research vessels, and other ocean

wind

data used to force

the model.

XBT data are received from the Navy in standard Navy
message format and are decoded to extract date, time,
position, temperature, and depth information, which is then
used to plot geographic positions and temperature versus
depth profiles. Because of geographic limitations in the
available data (approximately 150 of the 183 September XBT

15,440
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Fig. 2. Filtered pseudostress
for September1985.Arrows indicatedirectionand magnitudewith units of m2 s-2.
The chart is derivedfrom wind observationsand hasbeenfilteredto removeobviouslyerroneousreports.Large gaps
exist, generally located off standard shippinglanes, but the area around and to the north of Socotra is well covered.
Note the region of high pseudostressaround and to the southeastof Socotra.

readings were taken off the coast of Oman, while about 120
of the 170 October readingswere taken around the island of
Socotra) two charts are developed, one boundingthe region
13øNto 23øN and 58øEto 66øE, which containsthe September XBT readings, and the other boundingthe region 8øN to
18øN and 50øE to 60øE, which contains the October XBT

Figure 7. In subsequent analyses, we consider only the
quantity ASST of deviations about the mean sea surface
temperature (SST) from the AVHRR data. Since we are
comparingthese data to model upper layer thickness, it is
only the patterns of SST variability that are of interest, i.e.,
the location of fronts and eddies; therefore rather than a
readings.Temperatureversusdepthprofilesare then usedto precise calibration of absolute SST we need only its gradidetermine an isotherm that provides a reasonablyaccurate ents, which are more easily obtained.
representationof the thermocline depth for the two regions.
RESULTS
The 20ø isotherm is most representative of the thermocline
depth for the September data, while the 18ø isotherm best
representsthe October thermocline depth. The readingsare Preface
separatedinto six 10-day incrementsextendingfrom SepThe emphasis of this study is focused on the transition
tember 1-10 to October 20-30, and each XBT is plotted at its period between the breakdown of the southwest monsoon
correct geographicposition on the appropriate 10-daychart. and the spin-upof the northeastmonsoonduring SeptemberThe six charts were then hand contoured, based upon the November 1985 for the northwest Arabian Sea, around and
20øC (September) or 18øC (October) isotherm depth. The north of Socotra. Figure 8, showing the October 16, 1985,
chart for October 10-20 is shown in Figure 6.
model output, introduces the dynamic features discussed
AVHRR satellite images of the Arabian Sea covering the throughout the study. Three anticyclonic eddies (the great
period August 30 to November 30, 1985,were providedby whirl, south of Socotra; Socotra Eddy, east of Socotra; and
the Scripps Satellite OceanographyFacility. Owing to the the North Socotra Warm Eddy, north and northwest of
recording schedulefor the satellites, only daytime passes Socotra) and one cyclonic eddy (the North Socotra Cold
were available duringthe time frame of this study. A number Eddy, northeast of Socotra) dominate the dynamic features
of the images were contaminatedby monsoonalmoisture around Socotra, while to the north, along the Arabian
(channel4) and by sun glint (channel3), but sufficientimages peninsula, a large relatively homogeneousthin upper layer
were acceptable to determine many of the significantocean- structure extends from immediately along the coast to well
ographicfeaturespresentduringthe period. A sampleimage offshore. It is assumedthroughout that high values of model
from the NOAA 9 pass of November 2, 1985, is shown in upper layer thickness (ULT) are indicative of a deeper
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Fig. 3. Resultant
pseudostress
for September
1985.Thesedataarecomputed
bybilinearly
interpolating
thefiltered
pseudostress
dataof Figure2 to fill in emptyregions,
andthendetermining
pseudo-stress
valuesby the conjugategradient
minimization
process
developed
byLegleret al. [1988].Arrowsagainprovidedirection
andmagnitude
of the
pseudostress
in unitsof m2s-2. Contours
providea visualinterpretation
of regions
of highandlowpseudostress.
Note
the regionof strongsouthwesterly
pseudostress
to the south-southeast
of Socotra.

thermocline and higher SST, while lower values of ULT
correspondto a shallowerthermoclineand cooler SST.
1985 Responseto Observed Wind Forcing

eddy propagateswestwardand intensifiesas it reachesthe
coast of Oman in March and April. In April and May this
eddy coalesceswith the northern remnant of the Socotra
Eddy, and the resultingcirculationgraduallydecaysuntil
late August,whenit can no longerbe seen.The remnantsof

The 1985 model responseto observed wind forcing is
generatedby repeatedlyapplyingthe observed1985monthly the North Socotra Warm and Cold eddies, in contrast, decay
mean winds to the model for 4 years, until a steady seasonal very rapidly and can no longerbe seenby early April.
In June, with the onset of upwelling favorable southwest
responseto the shiftingmonsoonwindsis obtained.Focus-

ing on the region from 8øN to 23øN and 50øEto 65øE, the monsoonwinds, a narrow band of upwelling, 50 to 100 km
oceanicresponseduringthe winter monthsreflectsa general wide with ULT of 150 to 160 m, forms along the coast from
breakdownof the energeticeddyfield that was establishedin Somalia to Ras al Hadd. A narrow alongshore, northeastthe previous year.

ward current is associated with this upwelling band. The

By mid-Decemberthere is no signof the greatwhirl to the
south of Socotra. It has been replaced by the southward
flowingwinter Somali Current, which is fed from the Sverdruplike interior to the southand east of Socotra. Remnants

greatwhirl beginsto form southof 8øNand is embeddedin
a broad gyre that is forming acrossthe central and western

of the North Socotra Warm and Cold eddies are present in

with the Somali Current as its western boundary current and

mid-January(Figure 9), with central ULT of 215 m and 140
m, respectively.A very weak clockwiseflow is seenon the

the great whirl as a recirculationin this western boundary

east coast of Socotra. Another weak warm-core eddy is

between Socotra and Ras Asir.

Arabian Sea. This gyre forms in responseto the wind stress
curl patternassociatedwith the southwestmonsoonwinds,

current. Weak flow leaves the Somali Current and passes

As the Findlater Jet moves northward and strengthens in
presentoff Omanto the northeastof the North SocotraCold
Eddy, with a central ULT of 212 m located at 68øE, 17øN. July, the greatwhirl intensifiesand also movesnorthward,
These two warm eddies are the remnants from the breakup reaching 9ø-10øNby mid-July (Figure 10). A wedgelike
of the previousyear's SocotraEddy. A broad, weak clock- feature of decreasedULT forms just to the north of the great
wise flow is located in the north central Arabian Sea,
whirl alongthe Somalicoast,with intenseupwellingbetween
between 62ø and 66øE and 18ø and 25øN. This anticyclonic the great whirl and the coast. Outflow from the great whirl

15,442
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Same as Figure 3, but for October 1985. Values around and to the north of Socotra have diminished
significantly, and direction reversal has begun.

splits at 10ø--11øN, with part flowing to the northwest around
the wedge and through the passage between Ras Asir and
Socotra, and part flowing eastward into the interior of the
gyre. A broad band of upwelling forms along the Arabian
Peninsula, extending 400 km from the coast, in responseto
the strong positi9e wind stress curl to the northwest of the
Findlater

VECTi3RS

Jet axis.

The Findlater Jet and its associatedcurl field begin to relax
in late July and early August. At this time, the broad
upwelling band begins to break up into several large eddies
(Plate 1). (Plate 1 is shown here in black and white. The color
version can be found in the separate color section in this
issue.) The great whirl impinges on the south coast of
Socotra, with central depthsexceeding275 m. Flow from the
great whirl through the passage west of Socotra increases.
This flow continues northward to the Yemen coast, where it
then turns to the east and forms large meanders. This flow
pattern was reported in a British pilot atlas by Findlay
[1866]. By mid-September these meanders have formed two
closed circulations, the clockwise North Socotra Warm
Eddy to the north of Socotra and the anticlockwise (cyclonic) North Socotra Cold Eddy to the northeast. Outflow
to the east of the great whirl begins to form a second
recirculation that is separated from the great whirl by a
tongue of low ULT. This second recirculation becomes the
Socotra Eddy described by Bruce [1979], although it is
weaker in 1985 than in most years (see below). The cold
tongue intensifies in late August and early September, forming a closed eddy that moves southward around the eastern

edge of the great whirl, while the Socotra Eddy moves
northward. A pulse of high ULT propagateswestward as a
Rossby wave from the interior between 12øand 14øN(Figure
11), arriving at 57øE in early September and causing an
intensification of the Socotra Eddy. A cold tongue, or ridge
on the thermocline, extends southward from the North
Socotra Cold Eddy and continues to separate the Socotra

Eddy from the coast of Socotra. This pattern intensifies
through October, with another closed, anticlockwise circulation forming between the great whirl and the Socotra Eddy
in the lee of the island of Socotra.

Through late November and into December, with the onset
of the northeastmonsoonwinds, the great whirl is destroyedas
an area of low ULT and southwestward current propagates
westwardfrom the interior at 0.1 m/s, which is approximately
the speed of a Rossby wave at this latitude. This southwestward flow reaches the coast by mid-December and becomes
the winter Somali Current. The Socotra Eddy moves to the
north around the North Socotra Cold Eddy to the coast of
Oman. These three remainingeddies contract to the northwest
and decay gradually throughthe winter months, and the cycle
describedearlier is repeated.
Climatological Assessment

To determine the significance of the oceanographic dynamic structure in this region for 1985 with respect to other
years, two additional model casesare considered:one forced
by observed interannual winds analyzed by Cadet and Diehl
[1984] from the period 1954-1976, and the other forced by
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Fig. 5. SameasFigure3, but[or November1985.Directionhasreversednorthof the equatorandmaximafromthe
northeastbegin to form to the east and southwestof Socotra.

monthly mean climatological winds from the same 23-year
period. These results are compared with the 1985 results
forced by observedwinds, to determinethe uniquefeatures,
if any, present in 1985.
Althoughno 2 yearsdisplaythe exact samestructurein the
interannualcase,two reasonablyconsistentpatternsfrequently
appear.One, in whichthe greatwhirl, SocotraEddy andNorth

50 øE

SocotraWarm Eddy appear,occursin 13 of the 23 years(1954,
1956, 1958, 1961-1968, 1971, and 1972), while the other, in
which the North Socotra Warm Eddy is absent from the
system,occursin the remaining10 years (1955, 1957, 1959,
1960, 1969, 1970, and 1973-1976).The year 1954, a year of
relativelystrongmonsoonwinds,and 1973,a year of relatively
weak monsoon winds, are most representative of the two

60 oE

Fig. 6. The 18øCisotherm
depth(meters)
for October10-20,1985.Contours
aregenerated
fromXBT dataobtained
bytheU.S. Navyoverthe 10-dayperiod,for whichdepthprofiles
indicated
thatthe 18øCisotherm
bestrepresented
the
thermoclinedepth. Dashedlines indicateregionsof deficientXBT readingsand are estimatedcontours.Three
anticyclonic
eddiesappearto the south,east,andnorthwest
of Socotra,anda cycloniceddyappearsto the northeast
with an attachedtongueof coolwaterpenetrating
to the southalongthe easternshoreof Socotra.Strongfrontsappear
off the Somali coast and between the four dominant eddies.
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EiS. ?. •OAA 9 AV•RR i•ase of •ove•ber 2, 198•, for the resio• betwee• Socotra a•d the Arabia• Peninsula.
Socotra is located at the botto• center o½the i•ase, while •e•e•
extends aloe8 the top. War• su•ace temperature,
i•dicative o½a•ticyclo•ic •ow, ca• be recos•ized by the lishtly shaded resion •orth a•d •orthwest of Socotra, while
cooler water, i•dicated by the darker shadi•8, is observed i• the upper center o½the i•ase, south o½a•d oEshore of the
Arabia•

Peninsula

betwee•

Ras Eartak

a•d

Ras Marbat.

Comparison of these three cases with the 1985 case
patternsand are shownin Figures 12and 13. The climatological
wind caseis also shown in Figure 14. This caseis very different reveals that 1985 was, in fact, a relatively unique year. The
from both the 1954 and 1973 cases. As in 1973, the North
well-developed Socotra Eddy in September, the cold tongue
Socotra Warm Eddy is absent. Both it and the Socotra Eddy east of Socotra in October, and the absence of the two
are replaced by a single warm eddy, elongated in the zonal anticyclonic flows along 61øE for the entire period are all
direction, to the north and northeast of Socotra. The cold significantdeviations from what is normally observed in the
tonguelike feature seen in 1954, which is missingin 1973, is model. Figure 15, a profile of the 1985 case and climatologreplacedby a very intensecold eddy to the east of Socotraand ical case for October 16 across 14øN, graphically demonthe great whirl in the climatologicalcase. These differencescan strates the departure of the 1985 dynamics from the climabe explainedin part by differencesin the strengthof the wind tological response. Hence 1985 did indeed provide a unique
field. In 1954 the Findlater Jet was strongerand narrower, and opportunity to assessdynamic features relatively uncommon
its axis was located farther to the north than in 1973, giving it a in the region; i.e., the model is not merely simulating
more southerly component. The strongerwinds drive a more climatology.
inertial Somali Current, giving rise to more intense eddy
Model Assessment
formation in 1954. In the climatological case, the interannual
Late August and early September mark the beginning of
variability in the positionand strengthof the jet gets smeared,
resultingin a more diffusejet and a lessinertial Somali Current. the active eddy development observed in the fall around
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northeast. (Plate 2 is shown here in black and white. The
color version can be found in the separate color section in
this issue.) In Figures 16 and 17 it can be seen from profiles
along 14øN and 15øN of satellite ASST and model response
for September 1 that these two distinct features are properly
positioned by the model. While it is difficult to compare
amplitudes between ASST and ULT, the patterns are consistent. The front between 55øE and 56øE is accurately
positionedby the model, but the minimum in ASST is farther
to the east than the minimum

•

•
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•

ION
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q0E qSE 50E 5'5E 6'0E 65E ?0E
Fig. 9. Circulation for January 16, 1985, Dom the model. (a)
ULT in meters. The contour interval is 10 m. (b) Upper layer
velocity. Arrows indicate magnitude and direction. Velocities of less

than 0.05 m s-• are suppressed.Arrows are shownonly once per
degree in both directions for clarity of display.

in ULT.

Along the coast of the Arabian Peninsula, a large band of
lower ULT exists, extending eastward to about 65øE. This
feature, along with a trace of the warm eddy from the
previous year at about 20øN, is present in the region in early
to mid-September and appears in both the model response
and the XBT data of mid-September (Figure 18). A profile
comparison along 21øN for this date (Figure 19) shows the
warm region off the coast, followed by the large region of
ULT

and cooler

water

farther

to the east.

A feature

noticeably absent from the model, however, is the region of
upwelling that extends approximately 50-60 km immediately
off the coast in the XBT

data.

This failure

of the model

to

predict the thin zone of coastal upwelling along the Omani
coast occurs throughout September in the model results and
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Plate 1. Formation of the eddies around Socotra. Model fields are shown every 10 days from August through
October for the northwestern corner of the model basin. Arrows show upper layer velocity, with only two arrows
shown per degree in both directions. Velocities of less than 0.05 m/s are surpressedand velocities larger than 0.8 m/s
truncated to 0.8 m/s for clarity. The great whirl forms to the south of this region in late June under the direct influence
of the Findlater Jet, and moves northward in late July until it impingeson the south coast of Socotra. Some outflow from
the great whirl passesthrough the channel between Socotra and Ras Asir, while additional outflow continues eastward
and meanders into the interior (Plates la-lc). The North Socotra Warm and Cold eddies form in early September in the
meanderingoutflow from the channel west of Socotra (Plates l d-lf). The Socotra Eddy initially forms in the outflow
east of the great whirl (Plate la) and then moves northward and intensifies as it merges with an area of high ULT that
propagateswestward from the interior as a Rossby wave (Plates l c-lf). A tongue of low ULT separatesthe Socotra
Eddy from the coast. This cold tongue forms to the northeast of the great whirl (Plate lb) and is advected around the
great whirl to the southeast(Plates lc-lg). (The color version and a complete description of this figure can be found in
the separate color section in this issue.)
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Fig. 11. Time-longitude plot of ULT across 13øN from 50øE to
65øE. East of 62øE, ULT deepens from June through late August in
response to negative wind stress curl, reaching a maximum in late
August. Increasing ULT propagates westward from this region as
downwelling Rossby waves at 0.1 m/s, as evidenced by the sloping
contours of ULT between 57øE and 62øE. In late August this Rossby
wave pulse reaches the longitude of the Socotra Eddy and causesan
intensification of this eddy, which is seen as the high at 58øE in
October. The cold tongue that separatesthe Socotra Eddy from the
coast of Socotra

is seen as the low at 56øE. The north

of the Arabian

55E

60E

I

65E

Fig. 13. Model response for October 16, 1973, forced by observed winds. Representative of a year in which monsoon winds
were anomalously weak and only two of the major anticyclonic
eddies occur around Socotra, the great whirl and Socotra Eddy
appear, but the North Socotra Warm Eddy is absent. Again, two
additional anticyclonic eddies are present along 61øE at 12øN and
17øN. The North Socotra Cold Eddy is elongated against the coast
with weak, elongated cold eddies off the Oman coast and in the Gulf
of Aden.

coast of

Socotra is located between 53øEand 55øEone grid point to the south
of this section. The southernedge of the North Socotra Warm Eddy
is seen as the highs in this longitude range in September and
October. The upwelling in the mouth of the Gulf of Aden is seen in
the low ULT west of 52øE in June through November. In early
September, upwelling Rossby waves are seen propagatinginto the
region west of 65øEfrom farther to the east, excited by the changing
wind stress curl in the interior

50E

Sea.

exist) remains relatively constant in structure in both the
model and the XBT data. Again, the data clearly display an
upwelling region immediately off the coast, which is absent
from the model. To the south, around Socotra, XBT data are
insufficient to distinguish dynamic features during September.

appears to be a deficiency either in the model or in the winds
used to force the model. The latter is most likely the case,
since the model is capable of resolving upwelling on this
scale. It is likely that the nearshore winds driving the coastal
upwelling were not adequately sampledin the ship-observed
winds used in our analysis.
Throughout the remainder of September, the region off the
Omani coast (for which the majority of September XBT data

As can be seen in Figure 8, the model shows October to be
the most dynamically active month for the region surrounding Socotra. The remnants of the great whirl to the south, the
North Socotra Warm Eddy to the northwest, the North
Socotra Cold Eddy to the northeast, and the Socotra Eddy to
the east all display very active patterns and provide numerous flow and frontal characteristics upon which a comp
arison of the model

and the available

XBT

and satellite

data

can be conducted.

•
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Fig. 12. Model response for October 16, 1954, forced by observed interannual winds. Representative of a year of strong monsoon winds in which the three major anticyclonic eddies appear
around Socotra, the great whirl, Socotra Eddy, and North Socotra
Warm Eddy are present, but two additional anticyclonic eddies
occur along 60øE, one at 12øN and the other at 17øN. The North
Socotra Cold Eddy is present, but the cold tongueis separatedfrom
it and appears as a cyclonic eddy to the southeastof the island.

50E

55E

60E

65E

Fig. 14. Model responsefor October 16 forced by climatological
winds. Five anticyclonic eddies occur: the great whirl, the Socotra
Eddy, a weak North Socotra Warm Eddy, and two eddies along
61øE at 12øN and 17øN. Cyclonic eddies, in addition to the North
Socotra Cold Eddy along the Arabian Peninsula, occur southeastof
Socotra and along 60øE at about 14øN, 19øN, and 23øN. Elongated
weak, cold eddies appear off Oman and in the Gulf of Aden.
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The XBT data for October 1-10, contoured in Figure 20,
show the great whirl, Socotra Eddy, and North Socotra Cold
Eddy, as well as an indication of the North Socotra Warm
Eddy which in fact is present, as satellite imagery for this
period confirms. Significantly, it also shows the 1ow-ULT
tongue extending south from the North Socotra Cold Eddy
along the eastern shore of Socotra. As previously discussed,
this is a unique feature of 1985 and is clearly present in the
model result for October 11 (Plate 1). In Figure 21, profiles of
the region to the south of Socotra display the similarity of the
model to the data in simulating the great whirl's position and

.

Plate 2. The NOAA 8 AVHRR image of August 30, 1985, for the
region south of the Yemen coast. Socotra is in the lower left corner
of the image. (The color version and a complete description of this
figure can be found in the separate color section in this issue.)

spatial dimension. In the model, the cold tongue is weaker
and displaced slightly to the east, while the great whirl is
broader than in the observations. The front at 51øE appears
somewhat steeper in the observations.
Toward the end of the month, there is an expansion to the
northwest of the North Socotra Warm Eddy and slow
westward drift, toward Socotra, of the Socotra Eddy. This
latter effect is apparent in the October 21 model response• by
the breakdown of the cool tongue east of Socotra into a

Longitude
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58 E
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AVHRR

•

model
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at about 56ø-57øE.

+!o

Fig. 16. Profiles of the sea surface temperature anomalies from the NOAA 8 AVHRR image of August 30, 1985
(dashed line), and the model ULT for September 1, 1985(solid line), along 14øN. AVHRR data are available between
54øE and 59øE and have been averaged on 1ø blocks. The cold tongue extending south from the North Socotra Cold
Eddy is apparent in both profiles between 57øE and 58øE. Likewise, the North Socotra Warm Eddy is apparent in each,
with a maximum depth at about 54øE.
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Fig. 17. Sameas Figure16, but along15øN.Again,the North SocotraWarm Eddy appearsproperlyplacedby the
model, reaching a maximum at about 54.2øE.

strongfrontal boundary to the north and a small cyclonic vious months maintain their respective positions throughout
eddy to the south (Plate 1). The contouredXBT data for November, but all show signsof spreadingand weakening as
October 20-30 (Figure 22) showthis effect as the cool tongue the pycnoclineflattens. Strongfronts remain alongthe Gulf
contracts in the center, pinching off a small eddy to the
south. Again, profilesof the model responseand XBT data
along 14øN(Figure 23) demonstratea remarkable similarity
between the model and the observations.

The locations of

the fronts and eddies do not exactly coincide, although the
patternsfollow one anotherquite closely.The North Socotra
Warm Eddy is properly located by the model but appears
stronger in this section. The front between the North Socotra Warm Eddy and the North Socotra Cold Eddy is
similarly located in both model and observations,although
the North Socotra Cold Eddy and the Socotra Eddy are
displacedto the east by about 50 km in the model.
For November the modeldisplaysa slow weakeningof the
dynamic features developed during the fall. The two cyclonic and three anticyclonic eddies establishedin the pre-

of Aden and between the North Socotra Cold Eddy and the
Socotra and North Socotra Warm Eddies, but the great whirl
and weak cyclonic eddy southeastof Socotra deteriorate

significantlyand are almostindistinguishable
by the end of
the month.

In Figure 24 the NOAA 9 satellite sea surfacetemperature
image of November 2 is compared with the November 2
model responsealong 14.5øN. The resultingprofiles again
show the accurate placement of the North Socotra Warm
Eddy, North Socotra Cold Eddy, Socotra Eddy, and associated frontal boundariesseparatingthesefeatures. Again, it
is the similarityof the patternsin/XSST and ULT, not their
amplitude,that is important.The size of the eddiesand the
width of the frontal zones separatingthem appear consistent
between the model and the observations.

23 ø N

13øN

66 øE
Fig. 18. The 20øCisothermdepth(meters)for September10-20, 1985.DashedlinesindicateregionswhereXBT
data are deficientand contoursare estimated.Upwelling persistsoff the Omani coast, with ULT increasingwith
distancefrom shore.A shallow(cool)tonguepenetratesfrom the north at about 19øNbetween61øEand 62øE,while
indicationsof a small anticycloniceddy appear centeredat about 19øN,60.5øE.
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Fig. 19. Profiles of the XBT 20øCisotherm depth for September
10-20, 1985 (dashed line), and model ULT for September 16, 1985
(solid line), along 21øN, with the coast of the Arabian Peninsula
extending over the first 130 km. The XBT data clearly show a 50- to
60-km region of upwelling immediately off the coast of Oman, which
is absent from the model response.

DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has confirmed that the fall circulation pattern of
the northwest Arabian Sea is strongly influenced by the
transition of the region from the regime of the summer
southwest

monsoon

to that of the winter

northeast

monsoon.

The strong eddies and fronts generated during July and
August, at the height of the southwest monsoon, persist
throughout the period and respond to the influence of the
rapidly reversing winds and surface current.
Throughout the study, in which forcing was provided by
1985 observed winds, the model has proven quite effective in
its ability to reproduce the upper layer ocean structure
observed in 1985. In particular, around Socotra, a region
dominated by robust features (the great whirl to the south,
the Socotra Eddy to the east, the North Socotra Cold Eddy
to the northeast, and the North Socotra Warm Eddy to the
northwest), the model compares well with the observational
data, with each of the four principle eddies well represented
both spatially and temporally. Off the coast of Oman,

Fig. 21. Profiles of the XBT 18øC isotherm for October 1-10,
1985 (dashed line), and the model ULT for October 6, 1985 (solid
line), along 10øN.The strongfront off of Somalia is observed east of
52øE, followed by the great whirl at 52ø-55øEand the Socotra Eddy
at about 56ø-57øE, separated by the cold tongue at 55ø-56øE.

however, where the oceanic structure is characterized by
relatively weak flows and a narrow band of coastal upwelling, the model is less effective. Small-scale structures
overlying the dominant gradual increase of ULT with offshore distance, while clearly evident in the observational
data, are absent from the model. Instead, the model represents the area as a large region of relatively constant ULT.
Model resolution, which is approximately 30 km at this
latitude, in conjunction with the weak nature of the flow,
probably is responsible for much of the model's difficulty
here. The absenceof the upwelling band in the model results
is most likely due to poorly resolved coastal winds in the
model forcing field; however, coastal topography, which in
reality varies dramatically from a wide shelf between Ras al
Hadd and Ras Marbat to a very narrow shelf to the south of
Ras Marbat, probably plays a significantrole in the presence
and structure of this upwelling. Again, this effect is not
represented in the model. Similarly, the effects of thermodynamics may also serve as a potential source of error, as
the summer-heated

waters

of the Persian

Gulf and Gulf of

18 øN

50 øE

8øN
60øE

Fig. 20. The 18øCisotherm depth (meters) for October 1-10, 1985. Contours are generatedfrom the XBT data (solid
contours)when sufficientreadingsare available and are estimated(dashedcontours)where XBT data are deficient. The
great whirl is seenpenetratingfrom the south, while indicationsof the Socotra Eddy are observedin a deepeningof the
isotherm east of Socotra. The strongNorth Socotra Cold Eddy is observedto the northeastof Socotra, with a relatively
cool tongue extending to the south immediately east of the island and separatingthe great whirl and Socotra Eddy.
Increasing ULT is observedto the north and west of Socotra, while intensefronts are observedoff the coast of Somalia,
northeast of Socotra, and between the Socotra Eddy and the intense North Socotra Cold Eddy.
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Fig. 22. The I•øC isotherm depth (meters) for October 2•30, 19•5. Contours are generated from the XBT data
(solid contours) when su•cient readings are available and are estimated (dashed contours) where XBT data are
deficient. The intense great whirl maintains itsall to the south of Socotra, whil• the Socotra Eddy continues to slowly
migrate to the west. The North Socotra Warm Eddy has intensified and expanded to the northwest, almost touching the
Arabian Peninsula. The Noah Socotra Cold Eddy has also expanded and intensified, whil• the cool tongue to the east
of Socotra is almost pinched off. Strong fronts occur off the coast of Somalia; between the North Socotra Warm Eddy,
North Socotra Cold Eddy, and Socotra Eddy; to the east of the North Socotra Cold Eddy; and off the east coast of
Socotra.

Oman, (where September SST frequently exceeds 30øC)
likely impart an influence on the continuity of the upper layer
structure

off the Omani

coast. This is also not accounted

for

in the model, though it probably is less important than the
resolution and topography effects.
Regardless, the fluctuations observed in the data off the
Omani coast are quite small, of the order of tens of meters

overtheentire750,000-km
2region,andwhencomparedwith
the robust features found around Socotra, they appear to be
of only minor significance. Hence the model does provide a
very reasonable hindcast of the dynamic structure observed
in the fall of 1985.

Further model improvement is both possibleand desirable.
As was discussedabove, inclusionof coastal topographyand
thermodynamiceffects may vastly improve the model's accuracy in regionsof weak flow and relatively constanthorizontal
structure. Additionally, the expansionof the model geometry
to includethe entire Indian Ocean basin (now implementedin
other versions of the model) should improve the model's
Longitude
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I

58 E
I

,1

I

I

I

I

results, as remote forcing, particularly from the southern
hemispheretrade winds, will exert a greater influence on the
model response. Multilevel vertical structure would also be
useful in determining vertical shearingand entrainment effects
on the upper layer circulation (multilayer and multilevel versionsof the model are under development).
A number

alists to ensure a unified
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Fig. 23. Profiles of the XBT 18øCisotherm for October 20-30,
1985 (dashed line), and model ULT for October 26, 1985 (solid line),
along 14øN. The cool water of the Gulf of Aden, the North Socotra
Warm Eddy (52ø-54øE), North Socotra Cold Eddy (55ø-56øE), and
Socotra Eddy (57ø-59øE)are clearly evident in each profile. The
three strongfrontal boundaries separatingthese four major features
also appear in both profiles.

can be made to enhance

and successful

effort.

Better resolution, both in space and in time, in the
observed

.,,

of recommendations

further verification studies. Of foremost concern in any
assessment must be the availability of corroborating data.
While the limited data available for this study were sufficient, coverage of specific areas of interest would have both
simplified and improved the analysis; for example, better
XBT coverage east of Socotra could have improved the
analysis of the cool tongue present east of Socotra in the
model in October. Better satellite AVHRR coverage would
have been helpful in delineating many of the observed
features as well. Finally, verification studies should be
attempted when drifters, buoys, phytoplankton, and other
observational data are all available concurrently. This requires close interaction between modelers and observation-

wind

fields

used

to force

the

model

will

most

certainly improve such simulations. The availability of scatterometer winds in the future will provide this increased
resolution; however, even scatterometer winds are not accurate near coastal areas and would not help the model to
resolve the narrow upwelling band observed off of Oman in
the fall of 1985.

Despite the limited resources available, this study has
provided a useful insight into the model's effectiveness and
is an important evolutionary step in the model's develop-

ment. It has shownthe ability of this simple l«-layer model to
reproduce accurately the robust features of the Arabian Sea
when provided accurate observed wind data, and it justifies
further model improvement and sophistication. More importantly, it has demonstrated the ability of the model to use
near real-time winds to reproduce accurately Arabian Sea
dynamics and sets the stage for the possible forecasting in
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Fig. 24. Profiles depicting sea surface temperature anomaliesaveraged on 1ø blocks from the NOAA 9 AVHRR
image of November 2, 1985 (dashed line), and the model upper layer depth for November 2, 1985 (solid line), along
14.5øN. Again, the curves show the North Socotra Warm Eddy at about 53ø-55øE, the North Socotra Cold Eddy at
55ø-58øE,the Socotra Eddy east of 58øE, and strongfrontal boundariesseparatingthese features.

near real time of the region's ocean dynamics when scatterometer winds become available early in the next decade.
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Plate I [Simmons et al.]. Formation of the eddies around Socotra. Model fields are shown every 10 days from
August through,October for the northwestern corner of the model basin. Arrows show upper layer velocity, with only
two arrows shown per degree in both directions. Velocities of less than 0.05 m/s are suppressed,and velocities larger
than 0.8 m/s are truncated to 0.8 m/s for clarity. Color indictesupper layer thickness,with blue shadesindicatingthinner
(cooler) upper layer and red to yellow shadesindicating thicker (warmer) upper layer. Dark blue indicates values of 140
m, medium green indicates values of 190-200 m, and dark red indicatesvalues of 240 m, with color gradationsat 10-m
intervals. The great whirl forms to the south of this region in late June under the direct influence of the Findlater Jet
and moves northward in late July until it impinges on the south coast of Socotra. Some outflow from the great whirl
passesthrough the channel between Socotra and Ras Asir, while additional outflow continues eastward and meanders
into the interior (Plates la-lc). The North Socotra Warm and Cold eddies form in early September in the meandering
outflow from the channel west of Socotra (Plates ld-lf). The Socotra Eddy initially forms in the outflow east of the
great whirl (Plate la) and then moves northward and intensifiesas it mergeswith an area of high ULT that propagates
westward from the interior as a Rossby wave (Plates Ic-lf). A tongue of low ULT separates the Socotra Eddy from
the coast. This cold tongue forms to the northeast of the great whirl (Plate lb) and is advected around the great whirl
to the southeast.
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Plate 2 [Simmonset al.]. The NOAA 8 AVHRR imageof August 30, 1985,for the region southof the Yemen coast.
The blue region along the easternhalf of the image indicatescooler sea surfacetemperatures,indicative of the North
Socotra Cold Eddy, while the yellow and red regionto the west indicateswarm surfacetemperatures,indicative of the
North Socotra Warm Eddy. Black indicatesmissingdata. Socotra is in the lower left corner of the image.

